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Abstract: Increasingly popular cognitive mapping of complex and ill-structured situations carries risks 
for the validity of end results both because of cognitive complexity of investigated problem situations and 
because of features of modern cognitive map languages. Verification of cognitive maps is proposed as 
the means to cope with human-induced risks, with the main objective defined as the early detection and 
blocking of risks to validity of end results of modelling and direct errors. In view of inevitable making 
decisions by experts-verifiers, the expert approach to verification of formal cognitive maps is developing 
including more traditional verification with the predefined criteria along with the original idea of using 
the intrinsic cognitive resources of the expert: detectors of errors and anomalies triggered by the 
cognitive dissonance. Expert verification capabilities in detecting risks to validity of end results and 
direct errors in cognitive maps are shown in the example of real-world map. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

For last decades there appear more and more publications, 
theoretical and applied, related to cognitive mapping and its 
applications to ill-structured socio-economic and other 
interdisciplinary objects, systems and problem situations. Up-
to-date cognitive map applications cover various domains 
such as economics, politics, sociology, ecology, medicine, 
foreign affairs and many others. The spectrum of covered 
problems spreads from conceptual modelling aimed to help 
individual to better structure and understand the problem, up 
to deriving a shared understanding of the problem, then to 
most typical simulation of ill-structured situations optionally 
including their dynamics, and finally to solution of strategic 
management problems up to the regional and state level.  

In the variety of approaches in cognitive mapping the special 
place belongs to cognitive maps, that (i) are aimed to represent 
the structure of causal (or, that is the same, cause-effect) 
influences in a mapped situation and (ii) are characterized by 
more or less formal semantics. It seems appropriate to identify 
such cognitive maps as formal ones in order to distinguish 
them from informal maps usually applied in soft OR (Howick 
et al. (2008)). Namely formal maps which are computational 
enable simulation of complex and ill-structured objects and 
situations with highly abstract qualitative (soft) variables, thus 
supporting the solution of problems of forecasting and control 
for complex and ill-structured objects and situations, not 
amenable to classical econometric methods and models. 

The scientific direction of cognitive mapping of complex and 
ill-structured situations and systems by means of formal 
cognitive maps goes back to M. Maruyama (1963), R. 
Axelrod (1976), F. Roberts (1976), B. Kosko (1988). In the 
field of formal cognitive maps fairly extensive researches are 

carried out. (See, for example, recent reviews in Peña et al. 
(2008), Avdeeva and Kovriga (2008)). However as 
researches show (Abramova and Kovriga (2008), Abramova 
et al. (2010)), cognitive mapping of complex and ill-
structured situations carries risks for the validity of end 
results both because of cognitive complexity of investigated 
problem situations and because of features of modern 
cognitive map languages. Moreover, it is shown (Abramova 
(2006), Abramova at al. (2009b)) that risks may be induced 
not only by decision-makers, experts and analysts (first kind 
risks) but also by theorists and developers of cognitive 
mapping methods and technologies (second kind risks). 

First of all the problem of risks due to the human factor in the 
field of ill-structured, especially large-scale, situations and 
objects lies in the inevitable and substantial humans’ 
participation in solving practical problems with formal 
methods (at least for formalization of primary representations 
of a situation), and application of cognitive maps here is only a 
special case. In conditions when methods of overcoming such 
human-induced risks practically are absent verification of 
cognitive maps is proposed as the means to manage risks. The 
main objective of verification is defined as the early detection 
and blocking risks to validity of end results of modelling a 
situation and direct errors. Practical importance of this 
objective, prompted by the role and principles of safety-critical 
software verification, is clear. In the absence of verification 
methods for cognitive maps the authors considered the 
possibility of using principles of traditional scientific approach 
to verification: formal methods and predefined criteria to be 
satisfied by an object of verification. However, analysis of (i) 
the structure of intellectual activity in composing formal 
cognitive maps of ill-structured situations and objects, and (ii) 
observed and predicted errors typical for such activities has led 
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to necessity of the expert approach to verification (with 
development of formal methods and techniques when and if 
possible and effective). The proposed expert approach to 
verification of cognitive maps combines more traditional 
verification with predefined criteria, found and tested by the 
authors, and the original multi-disciplinary idea of using the 
intrinsic cognitive resources of the expert: detectors of errors 
and anomalies triggered by the cognitive dissonance, those 
known from cognitive science. 

In this paper, after discussion of the basic concepts and 
principles, the set of more or less local expert criteria of 
absence of risks for validity of end results of modelling the 
investigated situation, accumulated to date, is presented; then 
the example of verification of a fragment of a real-word map 
with application of the presented criteria is described, and 
also capabilities of verification without predefined criteria are 
shown with the operation of the intrinsic cognitive resources 
of an expert, namely  detectors of errors and anomalies. 

2. INITIAL CONCEPTS AND APPROACHES  

The concept of the cognitive map. Diversity of research 
approaches to ill-structured socio-economic and other 
interdisciplinary objects, systems and problem situations in 
terms of cognitive maps has with inevitability led to the 
ambiguity of terms “cognitive map” and “cognitive mapping” 
themselves. Diversity is largely caused by using many types of 
cognitive maps. This work deals with the large family of more 
or less formal types of cognitive maps. Such maps represent 
the structure of causal influences of a mapped ill-structured 
situation. The obligatory base of all maps of the family is a 
directed graph, which nodes are associated with factors (or 
concepts), and arches are interpreted as direct causal influences 
(or causal relations, connections, links) between factors. 
Usually the graph is added with such attributes as influence 
signs (“+” or “-”) or influence weights (intensities), resulting in 
a signed or weighted map correspondingly. (In the example 
below the fragment of a signed map will be considered.) 

The distinctive feature of formal maps is that the semantics of 
a given type of maps is determined with the corresponding 
theoretical model which defines behavior of situations 
modeled as the maps. In other words one can say that a 
theoretical model defines the semantics of the language 
describing all the type of maps (either graphical or matrix, or 
the language of structural equations.) 

Elementary constructs of some formal language of cognitive 
maps are factors, which are represented as variables, and 
separate influences with associated attributes. In determining 
the behavioral semantics of some cognitive map language the 
rule of aggregation of direct influences onto a factor is the 
basic element. For many types of weighted maps this rule is 
explicitly defined for any bundle in a map, i.e. for a factor 
with all incoming direct influences, and it is represented as a 
function of some type, say, the linear function or sigmoid. 
This function is sometimes referred to as the influence 
aggregation function. 

Typical examples of formal cognitive maps are maps 
belonging to the family “in the spirit of Roberts”; they are 

different modifications of the dynamic maps proposed in 
Roberts (1976). For all types of maps in this family the 
aggregation function of the bundle is pseudo linear, i.e. some 
modification of the classical linear function with the one-clock 
delay. Transition to finite normalized scales to represent 
weights and values or increments of factors is usual. One more 
family of formal cognitive maps is formed with maps “in the 
spirit of Kosko” usually referred to as fuzzy maps. It seems 
more pertinent to name many maps of this sort pseudo-fuzzy 
because they use classical mathematics, rather than fuzzy, as it 
might be expected from the title. They differ from modern 
maps “in the spirit of Roberts” mainly by a type of the 
aggregation function. General property of different types of 
formal cognitive maps, essential for their verification, is the 
mathematical property of monotonicity of individual 
influences, which is informally defined in terms “the more ... 
the more…” or “the more ... the less...”. The property is taken 
into account in the criteria represented below.  

From the standpoint of verification, a number of types of 
risks for validity and errors in the course of cognitive 
mapping are common for both signed and weighted maps 
with different aggregation functions, which makes 
possible a broad approach to their verification. 

The verification concept and principles in the context of 
cognitive mapping. Application of verification ideas to new 
types of objects demands refinement of the concept of 
verification which, as is known, has differing interpretations 
today and covers the most different objects. Moreover, it is 
recognized that terms verification and validation share the 
same meaning in most dictionaries and even in common usage 
among technical personnel, along with the polysemy of term 
validity of models with a host of accompanying concepts, e.g. 
“confidence”, “credibility”, “dependability”, “soundness” and 
so on. (See, for example, the comparative analysis in Pala 
(1999)). From the authors’ viewpoint, most relevant 
interpretation for cognitive mapping defines verification “in 
computer modelling and simulation” as “the process of 
determining that a model or simulation implementation 
accurately represents the developer's conceptual description 
and specifications” (Dictionary (2005)). However, in 
accordance with the known tradition to separate verification 
and validation stages in the process of the executable model 
creation, it seems preferable to refer testing of the model in real 
or similar conditions to the stage of validation. On the contrary, 
verification is usually referred to the earlier stages, so that its 
main objective is defined as the early detection and blocking 
risks to validity of end results and direct errors. 

Typical for the development of verification techniques in 
many areas is that the emphasis is placed on formal methods 
and the predefined criteria of conformity. The approach to 
verification in cognitive mapping which is developed by 
these authors (Abramova et al. (2010)) differs radically from 
the tradition in that the verification is regarded primarily as 
the human activity with the inevitable making decisions by 
experts-verifiers. It is caused by specificity of risks and direct 
errors which should come to light during verification. 
According to the results of previous studies (Abramova 
(2006), Abramova et al. (2010)), they are largely caused by 
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complex and ill-structured situations and by the action of 
human factors. These factors bear risks and errors not only 
from composers of maps and map-based models of problem 
situations (first kind factors), but also from developers of 
cognitive mapping techniques (second kind risk factors) 
which should be identified by verifiers as well. In the in-
progress approach to verification in cognitive mapping, which 
had previously been successfully used in software verification, 
more traditional verification with the predefined criteria is 
combined with “spontaneous” verification without them. Such 
a combined process can be explained in terms of the cognitive 
science such as “error detectors” (Bekhtereva, 2000; initially 
published in 1971) “cognitive dissonance” (Festinger 1957), 
“cognitive control”. The original idea lies in using the intrinsic 
cognitive resources of the expert: detectors of errors and 
anomalies triggered by the cognitive dissonance. The 
described approach to expert-performed verification has 
appeared to be effective for cognitive mapping as was shown 
in the sample verification of applied maps and experiments.  

3. VERIFICATION OF COGNITIVE MAPS  
WITH PREDEFINED CRITERIA 

System of criteria and their general characteristic. When 
defining the criteria of absence of risks for validity in 
cognitive maps, the rationale for constructing the system of 
such criteria is important. It depends on human roles and 
interactions related to cognitive mapping. The given research 
concerns situations when an author of a map and a verifier 
may by different persons what demands understanding 
another's (or the others’) map, but does not touch 
coordination questions. The regular approach to solution of 
the named problem is proposed in Abramova (2010), 
Abramova et al. (2010) (and other publications) and is 
developed in the given work.  

The basic idea of the developed approach is as follows. The 
general feature of various types of cognitive maps (as well as 
of other schemes for formalized knowledge representation) is 
that in fact there are two languages for knowledge 
representation with close, but not coincident semantics.  
Composing maps may be considered as the translation of 
human’s substantial knowledge about a problem situation 
into the mathematical language and reading maps is the 
backward translation (interpretation) with the inevitable 
distorting effect in both cases. That is why the general 
translation adequacy criterion was proposed and implemented 
as a series of partial criteria. 

The other systemic idea to form the validity criteria for cause-
and-effect logic is found in the related field of system 
dynamics by J. Burns (2001). The comparison shows that both 
regular approaches to forming the criteria of validity presented 
in (Abramova (2010), Abramova et al. (2010)) and Burns 
(2001), have some common features. However the proposed 
language-oriented approach (Abramova (2010), Abramova et 
al. (2010)) is considered to be more preferable with regard to 
its capability to detect risks and direct errors of formalization.  

The family of partial criteria of absence of risks for validity of 
cognitive maps which have been discovered to date is 
characterized by the following general features. (i) With regard 

to the scope, the criteria are more or less local, i.e. they are 
referred to separate constructs of a cognitive map, including 
elementary constructs or more complicated ones. (ii) With 
regard to capabilities of estimation of conformity, the proposed 
criteria are not formal but expert ones. This means that 
decision on conformity is made by the expert composing a 
formal map or verifier carrying out control of formalization 
correctness on the basis of the knowledge not captured with 
formalizations. This knowledge may concern not only the 
content of a specific construct under verification, but also its 
context in the map and even the problem domain context. 
(iii) With regard to the representation form, the criteria are 
weakly formalized, when it is expedient. It means that criterion 
Ki (Cj) is represented as a verbal template (scheme) which, in 
the logic sense, is a predicate with free variable Cj. 

Most of the found criteria together with rationale and 
description of risks, to protection from which they are aimed, 
are published in more or less detail, in English as well. Here 
their most short description is presented, accompanied with 
demonstration of their operation in a complex example in 
section 4. The phenomenon of false transitivity (FT) and 
criteria for its detection will be covered in more details. 

The basic partial criteria of absence of risk for validity of 
formal cognitive maps. The paragraph contains some partial 
criteria of absence of risk for validity of formal cognitive 
maps which scope are certain map constructs. The criteria are 
described in the order of increase of complexity of constructs 
to which they are applicable. 

The criterion of normality of factor concept name, Кс(р), 
(Abramova (2010)) is applicable to any factor р or, more 
exactly, to the concept designating a factor significant for the 
situation in the cognitive map of the situation. (In short, it is 
referred to as a factor concept.) It is assumed that factor 
concept p is named in the normal form if it can be naturally 
interpreted (understood) both as a factor in substantial sense 
and as a variable taking on values at a definite measuring or 
estimating scale, in the mathematical sense.  

The criterion of context-free factor concept name, Ко(р), is a 
particular case of criteria of context-free clarity of map 
constructs. Context-free clarity of a map (in particular of each 
factor and direct link) means that in order to read 
(understand) the given construct the subject matter experts do 
not need any additional context from this map. 

There are two groups of criteria related to links, i.e. direct 
causal influences of factors of a map. The first group is made 
by two pairs of criteria, applicable accordingly for positive 
and negative influences: the criteria of clarity of 
mathematical sense of causal link with the verbal template 
and the criteria of monotonicity of causal dependences of 
factors (Abramova et al. (2009), Abramova et al. (2010)). 
Both criteria for influence of a certain sign (positive or 
negative) are expressed by the same verbal template, in other 
words, by the template of translation of the link into the 
mathematical language. In particular, for positive influence 
link translation template 

1 0( )
b

TK b applicable to any positive 

causal link b0 in a cognitive map, may be represented follows  
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PT1: increase in <name of factor 1>, other things being equal,     
 causes increase in <name of factor 2>; 
       decrease in <name of factor 1>, other things being equal 
causes decrease in <name of factor 2>.  

Here in angular brackets < > free variables of the template 
PT1 are presented which should be replaced by the names of 
specific factors, that meet the criterion Kc(p). The template 
for negative link PT2 looks similar.  

If the expert-verifier confirms the clearness of two statements 
made according to the template for a concrete pair of 
connected factors p1, p2, thereby the compliance of the link 
p1 → p2 with criterion of clarity is confirmed. If after that he 
confirms his consent with these statements, thereby the 
monotonicity of causal dependence p1 → p2 is confirmed.  

It is not so rare error when a map composer misses mismatch 
to the property of monotonicity in the case when the first of 
two statements appears to be fair, and the second one (missed 
by the composer) false (Abramova (2010)). 

The second group of criteria, applicable to links, is made by the 
criteria of factor concept extensions’ proportionality in separate 
links (Abramova et al. (2010)). These criteria have been 
discovered in the authors’ researches on sources of FT of causal 
influences which was discovered in maps of real situations 
(Abramova and Kovriga (2008)) and has appeared to be a 
typical property of cognitive maps. (It takes place in more than 
20 % of the sample of 45 verified maps)  

One criterion from the group, 2 ( , )gК А В  which seems to be 

the easiest and most useful to revel pairs of factor concepts, 
which create the risk of FT of influences, is considered. Its 
weakly formalized expression looks as follows. 

2 ( , )gК А В : Situations when the change in A does not cause 

the change in B are unknown (or insignificant for the 
situation considered), 

where A and B are the names of factors p1, p2, such that 
p1→p2. 

The criterion of (proportional) completeness of influences on 
the factor, KB(p, B(p)) applies to the functional bundle: factor p 
with the set of all direct influences on it B(p). The criterion is 
met if, according to the expert’s estimation, there are no other 
factors of direct influence on factor p, besides those from B(p), 
which have comparable influence with regard to factors from 
B(p). It is assumed that there could be other factors influencing 
p, including unknown ones, but their influence is 
comparatively negligible for the analysis carried out. 

The criteria related to more complex constructs are: 
− criterion of absence of false transitivity of causal 
influences, ( )FTK S  (where S - a chain of two or more direct 

influences);  

− criterion of absence of duplicating influences ( )DK Q  

(where Q - a risky configuration in which duplication of a 
direct influence with indirect ones is possible). 

Under the false transitivity of causal influences (FT) the authors 
mean the situation when, according to the expert, A B (“A is a 
reason of B”), B  C, but ( )A С   instead of A  C, 

expected according to the transitivity principle. In other words, 
essentially C does not depend (or partially depend) on A so that 
A is not an indirect reason of C. Situations with FT, contradicting 
the “common sense” and formal semantics of cognitive maps, 
have been discovered by the authors at first in the chains of two 
influences (Abramova and Kovriga (2008)). The more complex 
cases of FT through long chains of influences were discovered 
later on (Abramova et al. (2010)).  

Duplication of influences in practice quite often arises, when 
the same as a matter of fact influence is specified directly and 
through indirect influence by transitivity. Such duplication is 
risky in types of maps where separate influences on the factor 
are summarized, because the exaggeration of force of influence 
takes place. (The same influence is considered twice). 

At last, there are following more or less obvious expert criteria 
of completeness related to the whole map: criterion of presence 
of essential factors, criterion of presence (completeness) of 
essential links, criterion of completeness of target factors, 
criterion of completeness of control factors, criterion of 
completeness of the environmental influences . In all criteria of 
the last group, as well as in case of criterion KB (p, B(p)),  the 
proportional completeness is meant (when ignoring leads to 
essential decrease of the model adequacy and validity).  

4. THE EXAMPLE  
OF EXPERT VERIFICATION OF A COGNITIVE MAP 

In the authors’ earlier publications concerning verification of 
cognitive maps and map-based models the examples of risky 
or directly erroneous fragments of cognitive maps of social and 
economic systems and situations in Russian Federation and 
neighboring countries were analyzed, including the drug 
situation, situation in the oil-producing industry and other 
situations with the high price of risk.  (See, for example, 
Abramova and Kovriga (2008), Abramova et al. (2010)). The 
example presented below is a fragment of one more published 
cognitive map concerning the current situation in the Russian 
higher education. The fragment (fig.1) reflects beliefs of higher 
education workers relative to the role of corruption in the field. 
This example is attractive for research purposes due to the high 
density of erroneous and risky constructs.  

In fig.1 thick lines mark out basic target factor 6, “quality of 
graduates training”, per se reflecting the quality of higher 
education and factor 2, “demand for higher school graduates 
abroad”, significant for “new Russians”.  

Influences from factors outside of the given fragment are 
shown by cut arrows. For simplicity, the signed map is 
considered in which influence weights s of the initial map are 
replaced by influence signs (+ or –). 

Application of verification with predefined criteria. From the 
research point of view the most significant results of the 
verification carried out with the predefined partial criteria of 
absence of risk for validity of the map fragment (fig.1) are (i) the 
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found out mismatch to criterion of absence of FT, ( )FTK S  and 

(ii) the diagnostic process leading from detection of risks down 
to the direct error allocation.  

 

Fig.1. Cognitive map of current situation of higher education 
in Russia (fragment) 

First of all, suspected of FT chain was (according to the expert-
verifier) chain of influences 1→6→2 due of the obvious discord 
in the generality of factors 1 (in the country) and 2 (abroad), 
hidden behind excessively general connecting concept 6. For the 
similar reason suspected chains are 3→4→2 and 10→6→2.  
Chain 7→9→10 also contains excessively general connecting 
concept 9. Such concepts, serving as FT-risk factors, are fairly 
often discovered  in the form of mismatch to criteria of factor 
concept extensions’ proportionality related to separate links, for 
example, to 2 ( , )gК А В . 

Diagnostics of risky chains has shown that actually FT takes 
place only in chain 3→4→2, assuming the expert’s estimate that 
factor 3, “provision of students with dormitory”, does not 
influence the factor 2 “IHE rating abroad” (IHE  Institutions of 
Higher Education). The more particular concept 4", “IHE rating 
abroad”, as well as concept 4', “rating of IHE for entrants (and 
their parents)”, are hidden behind the more general connecting 
concept 4. The absence of influence of 3 on the general part of 4' 
and 4" is more formally interpreted as mismatch to criterion 
КH

N(3, 4, 2) of consistency of connecting concept 4 in transit 
influence 3→4→2. For chains 10→6→2 and 7→9→10 
criterion КH

N is complied, so the risk of FT is not realized.  

Chain 7→9→10 is worth making a special emphasis. In this 
chain connecting concept 9, “corruption”, is disproportionally 
general (as well above concept 4). It is easily found out with 
criterion 2 ( , )gК А В  for link 9→10, specified as statement 

2 (9,10)gК : Conditions when the change of corruption does 

not cause the change of quality of IHE entrant’s selection are 
unknown (or insignificant in the situation considered). 

Obvious falsity of 2 (9,10)gК indicates that factor 9 should be 

considered as FT-risk factor. However, actually the problem 
lies in the naming of factor 9: the factor name is reduced, but 
it is easily refined in the nearest context (name of factor 10) 
as “corruption at selection of entrants”, thus eliminating risk. 
Such reductions of factor names, which are not always so 

obvious, distort factors sense and create one more kind of risk 
in the course of estimating weights of influences. They are 
usually identified by means of criteria of context-free clarity 
of map constructs (factors and direct influences). 

Besides the case of FT, the unconformity to the other criteria 
has been found out in the given map fragment. Unconformity 
to the KB(p, B(p)) is obvious for factor 4, “IHE rating”: along 
with factors 3,8 and other ones (out of the given fragment) 
influencing f4 and forming B(4), factor 4 can not be 
independent from factor 6, the main indicator of IHE activity. 
The significance of the lost influence is revealed, in particular, 
in the omission of positive feedback loop (6→4→5→10→6), 
essential for the dynamics of the situation.  

Criterion of independence of direct influences on the factor, 
KIB(p, B(p)), is not satisfied for factor 2 with set B(2)={4,6} 
due to the obvious interdependence of factors 4 and 6.  

Moreover, if to take into account mismatch to criterion 
KB(4, B(4)), and to insert the missed influence 6→4 into the 
map, link 4→2 in its essence will turn to be  duplicating 
relative to chain 6→4→2. Even in the map without correction 
link 4→2 is supposed to be duplicating relative to chain 
(4→5→10→6→2), though it is not so obvious.  

Operation of verification without predefined criteria. It will be 
considered just one of a series of expert findings reducing 
credibility (validity) of the map. It concerns indirect influence 
7→…→6. The influence reflects the belief of higher education 
workers that it is enough to increase their salary, with other 
things being equal,  in order to overcome the negative 
influence of corruption on the quality of graduates training 
(factor 6) without any efforts of educators to increase this 
quality. (Salary of educators is accounted with factor 7.)  
However it is easy to understand that this chain of influences 
improves not only and not so much factor 6  as such, as factor 
2, the quality of graduates (due to selection of the best).  

Analysis of the thinking process that has led the verifier to this 
conclusion shows that steps of the process maybe interpreted in 
the above terms of the verification without predefined criteria.  
Indeed, dissonance has arisen for the first time while reading 
the above fragment of the map and trying to catch sense of 
positive influence 10→6. The mismatch  (at least partial) has 
been fixed between the sense of factor 6, “quality of graduates 
training”, considered separately, and its sense in influence 
10→6 when it is a question only of selection of entrants, 
without changing quality of training as such. In other words, 
one can talk about the ambiguity (polysemy) of concept 6. It 
seems reasonable to interpret the fixed mismatch as the result 
of unconscious preprocessing of “the interruption” of the basic 
process of reading, triggered by some sort of intrinsic 
mismatch detector (say, a detector of ambiguities). Involved in 
dissonance are factors 10, 6 and link 10→6 in aggregate. 
Further purposeful (conscious) analysis helps to identify the 
mismatch to the criterion of clarity of mathematical sense of 
causal link with template PT1. The latter is instantiated as  

1

1
PLT (10→6): Increase (decrease) in the quality of IHE 

entrant’s selection, all other things being equal, causes 
increase (decrease) in the quality of graduates training.  
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One can speak about actuation of the detector of link clarity (in 
accordance with the verbal template). While further reading 
(and comprehending) indirect influence 7→…→6 it has been 
“spontaneously” discovered that above ambiguity complicates 
and distorts understanding of meaning of this influence. It is 
reasonable to assume that owing to the first dissonance 
cognitive control over consequences of the earlier mismatch  
(ambiguity of concept 6) was actuated, that is one more 
operating detector was formed, which has caused new 

interruption at this step. Refinement in form 1

1
PLT (7→6), 

similar 1

1
PLT (10→6), leads to conclusion drawn earlier about 

exaggerating significance of changes in 7 for 6, all other things 
being equal. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The in-progress expert approach to verification in cognitive 
mapping, presented in the paper, is being intensively tested 
on a stream of research and applied maps (on materials of 
publications and scientific reports). Major conclusions on the 
application capabilities of the expert verification are as 
follows. (i) Аll the presented criteria, from the elementary to 
more complex ones, say, aimed to detect false transitivity or 
duplication of direct influences with indirect ones, have 
confirmed their operability in detection of risks to end 
validity and direct errors in the maps. (ii) Up to now 
verification without the predefined criteria, using intrinsic 
human’s detectors of errors and anomalies is more effective 
than verification only with predefined criteria known today 
so as in some cases it enables finding more profound 
inconsistencies. (iii) Efficiency of the verification using 
intrinsic detectors essentially depends on human’s 
experience, theoretical knowledge and cognitive clarity of 
visual representation of a map. (iv) The predicted necessity to 
verify not only specific cognitive maps and models of 
situations based on them, but also underlying theoretical 
models (second kind verification) is affirmed.  

In view of further development of the expert approach to 
verification and its software support, the following practically 
significant research problems are put forward: (i) developing 
an interdisciplinary model of the expert verification, without 
predefined criteria, intended not only to explain the cognitive 
processes of such verification, but also to enhance its skills 
by training and provide tools for its software support; (ii) 
developing principles of program support of verification with 
predefined criteria aimed at reducing the cognitive 
complexity of verification for experts-verifiers.  

Further researches of the typical errors in the basic language 
constructs of cognitive maps such as bundles and in typical 
blocks of maps in various subject domains are strongly 
desirable. Also it seems perspective problem to carry out the 
comparative analysis of approaches to verification and 
validation of models for forecasting ill-structured situations 
in cognitive mapping and in adjacent domains such as 
quantitative and qualitative system dynamics. Preliminary 
analysis of some publications on the system dynamics, 
especially (Burns (2001)), gives hope for cross-fertilization 

of ideas and solutions in a need to reduce the risk of negative 
social impact of inadequate forecasting due to human factors. 
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